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As the object of administrative law research And administrative activities of the 
important bases , administrative standard documents are using widely and play 
important role in administrative practice of China. However, academic circles provide 
little deeper research and discussion on it in a long time. Today, as executive power 
coming to be stronger and administrative law government putting forward, issues on 
administrative standard documents are paid on more and more attention by academic 
circles and administrative department. This thesis starts with conception of 
administrative standard documents, reorganizes and researches issues in practice, 
through promulgating characteristic and function of administrative standard 
documents. It makes some suggestions on formulating ideas, formulating subject, 
entity content, procedure, power and monitoring system of administrative standard 
documents, in order to be helpful to regulate and consummate system construction of 
administrative standard documents in China. 
Apart from the introduction and the conclusion, the whole paper falls into three 
chapters. 
Chapter 1: Meaning of administrative standard documents. Starting with the 
name and conception, this thesis standardize and determinate its researching object, 
while carrying on the difference between administrative standard documents and 
administrative rules and regulations, in order to set up the foundation and localization 
of the whole paper. 
Chapter2: Problems on theory and practice in administrative standard documents 
of China today. Summering and promulgating problems on theory and practice in 
administrative standard documents of China today in aspects such as formulating 
ideas, formulating subject, entity content, formulating technology and monitoring 
system, this thesis provides pointed reality reference in order to make more regular 
and perfect suggestions. 
Chapter3: Some thoughts about regulating and consummating administrative 
standard documents in China. This part is the focus of the whole paper. According to 














pointing to problems in theory and practice, it suggests to regulation and 
consummation of administrative standard document. 
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第一章  行政规范性文件的涵义 
 












之为“决定、命令”（第 12 条），《行政处罚法》称之为“其他规范性文件”（第 14















⑦ 参见《宪法》第 89 条、第 107 条；《国务院组织法》第 5 条、第 10 条；《地方各级人民代表大会和地
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